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Uncharted Territory 

When we first learned the basics of dowsing in 2015, it might be said we had headed off into 

uncharted territory, at least for us. We were experiencing a phenomenon that, it seemed, only a 

small number of people in the US knew about. We could find little factual information to help us 

understand what we were observing. There were few informational resources in the US to help us 

learn from those who had gone before us and were willing to share their learning experiences or 

scientific studies. We had to turn to the masters in Europe to find this knowledge. Many of their 

books are now being reprinted and opening the doors to greater understanding about what we are 

finding. Over the last four years, we have been able to expand our knowledge about dowsing and 

what it can be used for, particularly in regards to Indian sacred sites. In this report, we are stepping 

further into uncharted territory as we explore our latest discovery: energy fields known as 

Geospirals. 

Earth Energy 

For several years now, we have been researching Earth Energy Lines as they relate to Indian Sacred 

sites. Numerous studies have been done on this energy, mostly in the UK and Europe covering 

Ley Lines, Earth Energy Lines and more. Some researchers have reported that this energy is 

magnetic or electro-magnetic whereas our research has shown it to be gamma radiation. Regardless 

of what type energy it may be, these energy fields do exist and they were known to the Indigenous 

people. Our research has shown, based on extensive empirical data, that most, if not all, sites either 

sacred to the Indians or their principle villages and towns have energy connected with them. The 

Native Americans obviously knew the energy existed, considered it an important cultural criterion 

for placement of sacred sites, and located their people in close proximity to the energy 

phenomenon.  

For most of us, the energy can only be located using dowsing. However, we have observed those 

of Native decent find the energy by feeling it when they step onto an energy lines or by using their 

hands to feel the warmth where the energy is exiting the ground. It is probable that, if a village had 

to be moved, some tribal elders, with skills to sense the energy fields, were tasked with the 

responsibility of locating the best new site for placement of their villages. We have found that 

there are multiple upwelling energy lines connected to every important culture feature of a village 

such as the Council Site, Dance Grounds or Ceremonial Healing site.  

So far, we have been unable to speak with any tribal elders about the phenomenon of placing 

sacred sites and villages over energy fields. There may be a spiritual connection to these things 

that makes them too sacred to discuss openly with non-Natives. Native American’s live a very 

spiritual lifestyle. Being connected to their Creator in everything around them and in everything 

they do is an important part of the Native American spiritual life. The energy fields may be helping 

to providing that connectiveness.  
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Most of the energy fields we have mentioned so far might be grouped under the term “common 

energy fields.” These fields have multiple upwelling energy lines crossing at a node over the sacred 

site. There is, however, a more complex energy phenomenon that exists. Researchers have only 

begun to study what its effects are and how they relate to humans. This energy is known as 

Geospiral Energy. To explain it, one may need to understand quantum physics.  

Geospiral Energy 

The terminology for Geospirals can be confusing since some authors use the terms interchangeably 

and others do not. Common knowledge states that Geospirals or vortexes,  another term used, are 

spinning centers of energy flowing from the ground, similar to a whirlpool or tornado. Some use 

only the word Vortex and label them either positive or negative depending on which way they are 

rotating. The energy fields in Sedona, AZ, which are some of the more powerful, are all labeled as 

Votexes with directional flow of up and down. In the terminology that we will use, a Geospiral is 

positive energy coming from the ground in a counterclockwise rotation. A Vortex is negative 

energy going into the ground and spinning clockwise.  

Guy Underwood in his book, The Pattern of the Past and Dennis Wheatly in his book The Essential 

Dowsing Guide mentioned the existence of Geospirals. Most of their studies were done in the UK 

but they did mention some Geospirals existed in the US.  Robert Egby, a renown dowser in the 

US, followed up on Underwood and Wheatley’s work in the US and has provided some 

information about this phenomenon. All of the Geospirals we have dowsed so far have an 

upwelling, counterclockwise rotation that seems to be positive. The Vortexes downward flowing, 

clockwise rotation seems to be able to create negative feelings in a person who spends time near 

them. The Native Americans in the Pacific Northwest have traditionally shunned the Oregon 

Vortex site calling it “Forbidden Ground.” 

Robert Egby has stated that the Geospiral may be caused by Ley Lines (Energy Lines) being 

directed around a dome of perched water (blind spring) which causes the energy to spin upwardly 

creating a constant eddy or upward vortex. When there is a tree directly over the site, it may cause 

the tree to grow in a spiral formation.  

From our research, we currently believe that multiple energy lines passing through a single nodal 

point do not create a Geospiral or vortex spin of the energy at the majority of sites. Rather, at these 

sites, the energy follows the Conservation of Energy Principles and flows in a cyclic motion. Since 

all energy follows the Conservation of Energy Principles, the question is what is happening to the 

energy as is swirls upward at the Geospiral location or downward at a vortex location.  

The Characteristics of a Geospiral 

Robert Egby stated that a Geospiral creates a dome of energy with an area of influence depending 

on the rings of energy created. Like Underwood and Wheatley before him, he has determined that 

each Geospiral has a number of energy rings around the center of the Geospiral. The spiral rings 

seem to be in units of 7 and vary from 7 rings to 49 rings. The rings are located with dowsing rods 

held in the search mode (straight out in front) and as you walk a radial outwardly from the center, 

the rods will cross in front of you as you pass by the edge of each ring of energy and immediately 
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return to the search mode. Our experience to date, has been to find the rings usually spaced about 

5-6 feet apart. However, for Geospirals with a large number of rings, the spacing can be much 

larger. We have begun researching as many Geospiral’s sites as possible to gather as much 

empirical data as we can to document the common characteristics of the Geospirals. It is likely 

that the energy flowing outwardly from the Geospiral must at some point reverse and flow back 

into the earth in order to follow the physics of energy flow.  

Relationships Between Geospiral’s and Vortexes 

The physics of the spinning energy created by the Geospiral may in fact cause an equal and 

opposite energy field to be created. When two or more Geospirals have been found, a clockwise 

spinning Vortex has been located between the Geospirals. The location of the Vortex is generally 

equidistance between the Geospirals but not necessarily on a straight line. It seems that they may 

exist at varying angular directions from each Geospiral but at the same approximate distance.  

Native American Probable Use of Geospiral’s 

Over the past three years of investigating sacred sites and their characteristic associated energy 

lines, it is our conclusion that the Native Americans may have used these upwelling energy fields 

for spiritual purposes helping them remain connected with their Creator. Further, at those sacred 

sites with significant energy lines (4 or more), there is a potential for healing power from the 

energy lines. In particular, a number of healing sites were located with 6 to 7 energy lines that 

possessed powerful healing. The site in Free Home, GA with six energy lines was the site of 

Becky’s healing from a catastrophic illness. 

Geospirals can have as few as two associated energy lines and yet, may be more powerful than a 

six-line healing site. The influential size of the Geospiral energy field with its rings of energy may 

have more impact because of size than a site where the power of energy is concentrated in a single 

point where the energy is coming out of the ground. Further, the swirling energy may be of more 

significance than single straight lines of energy. As such, the Native Americans may have sought 

out Geospirals for ceremonial sacred sites. Because of the powerful energy at these sites, they were 

probably used for Ceremonial Healing, Ceremonial Burial and for communicating with their 

ancestors.  

Ceremonial Burial 

Chief Seattle said, “There is no death; only the change of worlds.” To the Native Americans, there 

is no Hell, only the afterlife with the Creator. For them, they will “cross-over” and “walk on” at 

the end of their journey. Every tribe has a cultural ceremony to prepare the dead for their journey 

to the afterlife. For most tribal members, the ceremony probably followed tribal customs with 

burial in a common area afterwards. For the elite members of the tribe, the cultural burial custom 

may have been more elaborate. The flow of energy, especially from powerful energy fields or from 

energy located on mountain tops, may have been an important part of a burial ritual. Common 

burial grounds and even individual graves are often found on energy lines. It is possible that a 

tribal custom of placing the body of the deceased on a significant energy field may have been seen 
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as a means not only for helping the spirit leave the body but also for providing added transportation 

to the afterlife.  

Ceremonial Healing (Mind, Body and Spirit)  

Quantum physicists tell us we are made up not of physical material but energy. Nikola Tesla said, 

“If you want to know the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.” 

Arjun Walia wrote an article in September 2014 entitled, “Nothing Is Solid & Everything Is Energy 

– Scientists Explain the World of Quantum Physics.” He stated in that article that, “The significance 

of this information is for us to wake up, and realize that we are all energy, radiating our own unique 

energy signature. Quantum physics helps us see the significance of how we feel. Feelings, thoughts 

and emotions play a vital role. If all of us are in a peaceful loving state inside, it will no doubt 

impact the external world around us, and influence how others feel as well.” In essence, we are 

energy vibrating at a particular frequency and in a particular emotional state. If we get out of tune 

due to what we eat or drink, the environment we find ourselves in or the diseases or virus that 

attack our bodies, we need to cleanse our being. Placing oneself in a powerful energy field may be 

the solution to adjusting the body, mind and spirit into an in-tune being.  

Steve Hammons reported on the works of electrical engineer Benjamin Lonetree as he studied the 

effects of the Sedona energy fields on the human body. In his experimentation, Lonetree attempted 

to correlate connections between magnetic energy activities in the Sedona area and human 

consciousness. He measured human brainwaves of people (including himself) in the positive 

vortex areas using a portable EEG device, and matching that data with real-time measurements of 

environmental magnetic energies using a magnetometer. He discovered that there appears to be a 

clear relationship between the vortex energy and human brainwaves.  

Based on Lonetree’s experiments, there appears to be some change occurring in the body when it 

is immersed in an energy field that affects the energy of the body.   

In Stephan Schwartz’s book, The Severn Vaults of Time, he quotes comments made by Shelia 

Conway about her knowledge of medicine men. Mrs. Conway stated, “The medicine men 

understood healing. Many of them could effect quick healings. The sick are often carried from the 

place where they live into the forest. The healing is done in the forest.” Chief Rolling Thunder, a 

Shoshone medicine man mentioned there were “psychic hotspots” used for healing. These hotspots 

may have been the upwelling energy locations.  

These healing Geospirals or “hotspots” may occur all over the world. A healing story recently 

appeared about a CO woman who visited the Glastonbury Abby in the UK. Dolores had an open 

sore caused by skin cancer on her nose that would not heal. Her doctor recommended that he 

remove her nose. While visiting the Glastonbury Abby ruins, her nose healed completely. That site 

is believed to contain Geospirals and upwelling energy. Dolores who visited the site for a week 

may well have been healed by the energy at that location. 

We have, over the past two years, discovered many healing sites associated with principle tribal 

towns. Because the Indians had never documented these sites and written about their healing 

abilities, we had no reference materials to help us understand the power of these sites other than 
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what we learned from healing stories reported by individuals who have experienced the healing at 

sites with upwelling energy.  

Spiritual Connectiveness 

Geospirals of powerful energy fields have been described by some as being portals used by 

Indigenous people for connecting with their ancestors or tribal members living some distance 

away. Schwartz in his book, The Seven Vaults of Time, related the story of an anthropologist by 

the name of Stiles who was employed by the Museum of American Indians in the 1950’s. Stiles 

visited with the Montagnais tribe in eastern Canada and observed some members of the tribe 

“habitually repairing to the woods to set up a small log shelter… and when the power was 

sufficiently strong, make contact with a friend or relative who might be hundreds of miles away. 

Stiles also related that when the contact was made, “the shelter shakes.” 

Being at the location of upwelling energy may enhance the ability to make contact with relatives 

and ancestors but it is not necessarily needed in all cases. We had Sam Proctor, Muskogee Creek 

elder visit us on several occasions in the mid 2010 period. When he went to sleep each night, he 

would carry on a conversation with his ancestors in his native language. They told him about things 

that existed in the area we were located. The next morning, Sam would share what he learned and 

we would find it to be true. When we visited Sam at the Muskogee Creek Reservation in OK, his 

friends would tell us that they learned a lot about their culture as Sam shared his discussions with 

his ancestors.  

It has long been known that Very Low Frequency (VLF) and Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) 

energy can travel through the earth and ocean to communicate with submarines. The low energy 

is similar to what has been measured at upwelling energy sites. Perhaps, these energy waves can 

carry the thoughts and communications of people immersed in the energy field.  

Geospiral Locations and Description in a Few Sites 

Mt. Oglethorpe, GA 

Mt. Oglethorpe is located at the end of the Southern Appalachian Mountain chain in Pickens and 

Dawson Counties, GA. On a 110-acre site on the top of the mountain owned by the Mt. Oglethorpe 

Foundation, the Mountain Stewards and the Foundation have built a community park for the public 

to use. In evaluating that site using dowsing, it was determined that the site was a sacred site to the 

Indians that occupied this area in the 1700-1800’s before they were removed. Many graves have 

been located at the site. Two sites in the park have been determined to be Geospirals with upwelling 

energy. One of these sites was determined to have been used by the Indians for Ceremonial Burial 

and the other for Ceremonial Healing. There is a common grave field associated with the burial 

site.  

The Geospirals at the park known as Eagle’s Rest Park, were mapped using GPS and found to be 

about 1,600 feet apart. Both Geospirals were found to have counterclockwise energy and seven 

energy rings associated with the location. Both had two energy lines associated with the site and 

both were upwelling at the center of the Geospiral.  The energy rings were spaced approximately 
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5 feet apart creating an energy field of about 70 feet in diameter. Approximately equidistance 

between the two Geospirals, a Vortex spinning in a 

clockwise rotation was located possibly associated with 

the two Geospirals. There were no energy lines or rings 

of energy associated with the Vortex. 

Roanoke, AL 

At a farm near Roanoke, we discovered two Geospirals, 

one of which has a pine tree growing directly over the 

Geospiral. This pine, shown to the right, appears to have 

been bent into a spiral due to the energy of the Geospiral. 

On the farm, the two Geospirals were located 

approximately 700 feet apart. Between the two 

Geospiral a Vortex was located about 350 feet 

equidistant from the Geospirals. Each of the Geospirals 

had an area of influence of 7 rings of energy spaced 

about 5 feet apart similar to the ones at Mt. Oglethorpe. 

These two sites are almost identical other than the 

distance between the Geospirals.  

Using dowsing, it was determined that only the 

Geospiral with the pine tree was used for healing. The 

other site may not have been known or at least was not 

used by the Native Americans.  

Both of the Geospirals at the farm had 5 energy lines 

passing through the center of the Geospiral.  

Chattahoochee River Wildlife Management Area (WMA), Franklin, GA 

On the western side of the Chattahoochee 

River from the Wildlife Management 

Area (WMA) is Brush Creek Park. The 

three Indian villages that were located at 

Brush Creek Park were spread out over 

more than a century: Uchee (circa 1650-

1680); Hitchiti (circa 1705-1735): and 

Muskogee Creek (circa 1753-1794). The 

Uchee seem to be the only ones that knew 

about the special features on the eastern 

side of the river and visited there often. 

Before they left the area, they recorded 

their sacred sites on a deer skin map which 

is now in the hands of the Seminoles in FL 

with whom the Uchee merged after 

 

Uchee Deer Skin Map of Sacred Sites 

 

 

Spiral Tree at Roanoke Site 
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leaving the Chattahoochee River area. A number of these sacred sites have been located using the 

map as a reference.  

In the upper left-hand corner of the map the symbol with legs may be their healing site that was 

located near Snake Creek Park on the eastern side of the river. This site has six energy lines passing 

through a built-up rock area on the highest hill on that side of the river. Underneath that hill is a 

dome of underground water. Where the energy lines are reacting with the dome of water, they are 

forming a Geospiral of counterclockwise energy upwelling at the built-up rock area. This 

Geospiral was determined to have 21 energy rings surrounding the center of it. At this site, the 

energy rings are oval in shape in lieu of round as found in other locations. Where the energy rings 

are located, the Uchee have built small trenches which surround the hillside of the site. This 

Geospiral Healing site is believed to be very powerful considering the size of the energy field. The 

energy field is approximately 800 feet on the long axis of the oval pattern and about 450 feet on 

the other axis. The Geospiral is not in the center of the oval pattern but rather close to the north 

end of the first ring of energy.  

To the south of the first Geospiral in an area of the WMA that has been logged are two more 

Geospirals. The first one of these Geospirals is located 2,100 feet from the healing site on a bearing 

of 116 degrees. This Geospiral also has 21 rings of energy which are arranged in an oval pattern. 

This Geospiral has counterclockwise upwelling energy in about the same amount as the healing 

Geospiral. These rings of energy were measured to be spaced 18 feet on the long axis of the oval 

and 9 feet on the short axis. So, the general area of influence is approximately 760 feet on the long 

axis and 378 feet on the short axis. Robert Egby stated that the area of influence of a Geospiral 

may even be larger than that created by the rings of energy measured.  

A third Geospiral was located 620 feet from the 2nd Geospiral. It only had 14 rings of energy. This 

Geospiral was also determined to be oval in shape with ring spacings of 9 feet on the long axis and 

6 feet on the short axis. Thus, its area of influence was approximately 252 feet by 168 feet. Both 

the 2nd and 3rd Geospirals have only two energy lines associated with them. 

Connected to these three Geospirals was one clockwise, spinning Vortex. The Vortex was located 

about 700 feet NW of the 2nd Geospiral.  

Dupont State Recreational Forest, Cedar Mt., NC 

The Dupont State Recreational Forest (DSRF) located near Cedar Mountain, NC is a 10,300-acre 

premier, environmentally significant, protected forest area in Transylvania and Henderson 

Counties, NC. This land was originally acquired from the Dupont Company in 2000. Additional 

land has since been acquired to expand the forested area. This land was home to the Catawba, 

Carolina Siouan, and the Sappony indigenous people for hundreds of years.  

In the NW corner of this forested area on Sky Valley Road are located three Geospirals aligned to 

a bearing of 066 degrees. These Geospirals include two with seven rings of energy and one with 

28 rings of energy. The spacing for the seven rings of energy is 6 feet. For the 26-ring Geospiral, 

the spacing is 5 feet.  Thus, the area of influence for the 7-ring Geospirals is around 84 feet in 
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diameter and for the 28 ring 

Geospiral, it is around 336 feet in 

diameter. Associated with the three 

counterclockwise Geospirals are two 

clockwise rotating vortexes 

positioned within the area of the 

three Geospirals.  

Two of the three Geospirals were 

measured to have two associated 

energy lines and the third one has 

three. Two of the Geospirals are 

located about 800 feet apart but the 

third Geospiral is located 2,100 feet 

to the NE of the middle Geospiral. 

A fourth Geospiral is located on 

Thompson Cemetery Road in the 

forest. At this location is a pine tree 

that is growing directly over the 

upwelling energy. It is believed that 

energy is causing the tree to grow 

this way as was found similarly at 

the site near Roanoke, AL. This site 

has seven rings of energy spaced about 6 feet apart so the entire area of influence is about 84 feet 

in diameter. This Geospiral is located more that 6,300 feet from the area of the three Geospirals 

and had two associated energy lines. It is located approximately ten degrees off alignment with the 

other three.  

Cahokia Historic Site, East St. Louis, IL 

We visited Cahokia in the summer of 2017 but at the time did not know of the existence of 

Geospirals. Robert Egby and Dennis Wheatley both reported on the existence of a large Geospiral 

at the Woodhenge of Cahokia. Robert visited that site in 2013 and confirmed the existence of a 

21-energy ring Geospiral. It is further believed there are more Geospirals at Cahokia but the site 

will have to be revisited in the near future to confirm this fact.  
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